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Through culture, we can ask new questions, and ind



       




      







        

to participate, create and interact, there are unquantiiable







       





people across Europe in order to ill these gaps. To do so,








        




      


   . Culture ampliies democratic











We look back on yet another turbulent year for Europe. Most striking and
worrying was the increasing violence in Europe’s neighbouring countries. The
conflicts in Egypt and Syria deepened. In Syria in particular, the dire situation has
disrupted the lives of millions of people.




       



       

       

day, spreading like wildire at grassroots level among a







        

       







help us ind solutions to the urgent issues at hand. This





has widened, with iscal challenges and unemployment as





         







     

represent them. Throughout the continent, conidence in





        



that are irmly rooted in their local communities and are





       



Europe conirmed this view at our conference, 
Dwaring of Europe

The new organisation also relects ECF’s renewed focus




across ields and borders, creating a broad platform for








In 2013, we took the irst steps in our new direction,



with a clear focus on partnerships. We identiied and



welcomed the irst six organisations in our network:

      





     







       

          












        

        







       

        

in Istanbul, he can help us to relect even more clearly





∡







        




       


        
member, of which ive years as the Chair of the Board,





         








It is a great pleasure to address you for
the first time as Chair of the European
Cultural Foundation.


       
      


             
fascinating, not easy to decipher at irst sight, and based



          



         


























         















          

and to ind new ways of addressing its urgent issues.

        





















The European Cultural Foundation (ECF) is an independent foundation
based in the Netherlands. We are dedicated to supporting and connecting
cultural change-makers in Europe whose work contributes to an ongoing
cross-sectoral debate on Europe and Europe’s place in the world. For almost
60 years, we have been striving towards an open, democratic and inclusive
Europe in which culture is a valued and key contributor. Our understanding of
culture and of Europe is broad, with a firm commitment to cultural diversity.


presence. ECF’s highly skilled international staff relects this diversity.












ECF’s ability to realise our objectives and scale up our efforts are a relection of the strength of our partners.













. It was also the irst year of our new four-year




        

       









      


 
 



 

       

 



 



 



 

      







          
          

        

people by nurturing a network of inluential and catalytic

      



and employ highly skilled international staff. Our inancial

a networked way relects the current 



     

the cultural sector, inancial challenges in the philanthropic

        





























inal internal changes will be made to ensure that our







dificult to capture our essence in just one key phrase.



        












         






       







further. In 2013, we took the irst steps in forging lasting






         



the irst half of 2014 with the 




        



        



      








        

       

       





global inancial crisis still looms over Europe and adds










       



       

          

           



       
     

      












ECF supports arts and culture not simply because it is ‘European’ or
because it happens in Europe, but for the contribution it makes to Europe.
Through arts and culture, people are engaged and empowered to create
change and to contribute to the future. We do this in a number of ways:







    

    



   

   

   



  

     

      









   







    






     






















     



     












The Youth & Media Programme’s driving force is a network of hubs called
Doc Next Network. It brings together cultural organisations based in different
European countries that work with young people and the media to scale up
local potential and to create new methodologies and projects for addressing
common concerns. It includes four hubs.












Creative Initiatives “ę”


       





with Tarlabaşı Community Center (Istanbul), Homo



Faber (Lublin), Ofice for Social Rights (ODS)

 

      




        






were shown at numerous ofline events around the world
       










        

In 2013, Doc Next ilms were screened at some 20 events,



       
















     

        





(Poland), Maleventura (Spain) and Barış Gürsel (Turkey).

      

 

      




ilm, the 



      





 















 
 

 

 

of 48 artistic works from the ive ateliers in Istanbul,

 






 


      















 













than 100 new ilms – many about the migrant view of






 

 : Future Film Festival (London); Refuge in ilms




Shefield Doc/Fest.



 

 


 









 

part of the Which Human Rights? Film Festival

 






 



Polska Doc Showcase (Warsaw); HumanDOC





Doc Next Network’s vision
is: “We want social justice.
We strive for inclusive public
opinion and free culture. We
bring expanded education that
embodies new ways of working
with, engaging in and thinking
about media and democracy.”








    
     






 


 
beyond ECF’s facilitating and inancial support.


      




        



         

  Remapping Europe – a Remix Project

      



        



        










          









Grant-giving is, and always has been, a vital part of ECF’s work. Our grants
programme stimulates transnational cultural collaboration, artistic expression
and the mobility of artists and other cultural players. In many cases, ECF’s
support kick-starts projects and enables the grantees to leverage additional
funding. In 2013, we ran three open grant schemes, each with its own focus:
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grants provide inancial support to the arts and cultural







ECF beneits from being up-to-date with developments at





     



        

into European trends and tendencies, but also afirms


     



∡

“Cultural change often happens
in an organic way; imperceptible
day to day, but fundamental
change when you check it
out in retrospect. So it’s worth
recording the milestones on
the journey: otherwise, you can
miss how far you have travelled.”


irst call in summer 2013.
       
      
    

       
      
The workshop was combined with attending the inal
      


John Kingston, social finance expert – UK



in the region will greatly beneit from the engagement of













 

    







        

 





     



     

 

        



         



         

lost-love objects. It also was highlighted in in-light





inancially.

 


       

 













      

      



      











Events offer invaluable opportunities to reach new target groups, to consolidate
existing relations and to generate broad media attention. Events also allow
us to shine a spotlight on the issues ECF is addressing, helping us to make our
activities more tangible for a wider audience.



        
       
The Dwaring of Europe?    





       







relects ECF’s belief in the power of art as a catalyst of

On 19 March 2013, ECF’s former President, HRH


       


















      









         

      





     






         




 The Dwaring of Europe?   

       

       



         






       

The main theme was that Europe cannot relect on







      



the inancial. Scepticism towards the European project



         


       




         

        

       

      



      



Europe, including Cui Hongjian (China), Cristina Soreanu





      





The irst public debate focused on the socio-cultural


 



 

       


 




 

 

The event was followed by a series of publications – see






The Dwaring of Europe? 











      

The irst ECF City Talk took place on 15 October



       



         



       

        



has very speciic views on the role of classical music



      
       



relecting love, death and other universal themes. Both

      

       

Görgün Taner, ECF’s Chair and the main speaker,

including Their Royal Highnesses Princess Beatrix, Prince





developments in Turkey. The space in de Balie was illed



        




        
         



        






      
      



      



      







print, 175 online articles and ive television and ten radio





The Dwaring of Europe?



      



      





visibility as a lagship event for ECF and as an important
event in Brussels. This will also be relected in our choice

        

         



       







     






and output, increasing our visibility within speciic groups








“The [Princess Margriet] award’s direction, it seems, spearheads a
development that is overdue in Europe, that is the acknowledgment
of a new reality that citizens have already started to create.
The contents, the tone and atmosphere, but also the mix of people,
backgrounds and rhythm made this a true highlight.”
Verena Ringler, Project Manager Europe, Stiftung Mercator






ECF is committed to projects that contribute to cultural policy
development locally, nationally, regionally and on a European level with
the knowledge that robust policy is enhanced by strong links to practice.





         

ECF fosters cultural policy development and the cultural

working in culture to inluence policy reform and societal

sector’s role in advancing the development of our

     



Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus and the countries of the Arab-

activities and support strategic partners to inluence policy



development from the local to the European level, such






























For more then 15 years, ECF has facilitated exchange and capacity building for
new cultural initiatives across all European Union neighbouring countries. Since
2009, the European Neighbourhood Programme has created opportunities for
cultural development and collaboration across a wider Europe, investing in the
next generation of cultural operators and civil society activists.

In 2013, our multi-annual capacity building activities

 Eight participants in the Trio capacity building

      

programme (a two-year project in rural Moldova, in

and Moldova. Our trans-national Tandem exchange and



collaboration schemes carry on the legacy of the European

improve the conditions in small-scale communities

Neighbourhood Programme into 2014 and onwards. We

facing enormous challenges) went on a study

also effectively translated the Tandem placement method

trip to the UK, where they established several

into a new thematic exchange programme between the

collaboration contacts with their counterparts in

Netherlands and its EU neighbours Germany, Belgium





boosted the successful implementation of ECFsupported cultural development projects in their



municipalities back home.
 During a high-level EU-Eastern Partnership



Ministers Conference on Culture, an ECF-initiated

Cultural NGOs and individuals who form the ECF-

civil society advocacy group for cultural policy

 became keen activists

reform in EU neighbouring countries discussed

for political change in the ongoing protests and political





Commissioner for Culture and various ministers



from the EU, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine.
Follow-up proposals included the establishment
of an Independent Eastern Partnership Cultural
Foundation, an idea that will be further promoted
by an enlarged NGO coordination group ‘
The Eastern Partnership Civil Society Platform for
Culture’ that ECF helped to establish. 
The seemingly minor act of adding the
(unexpectedly controversial) brand name ‘
to the Platform generated much greater (social
media) attention for the civil society policy



Chişinǎu, Moldova







cities across Anatolia and seven EU countries,

Local policy and activist groups supported by ECF

began collaborations in the framework of 15 new
Tandem exchanges between Turkey and the EU.

collected further cultural policy data and indexations.
They also created expanded updates of the online cultural

 

policy proiles for Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt that

the second edition of Tandem Shaml Europe –

are regularly published on the global World CP platform of

Arab Region 2014–15. Applicants came from 27

the International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture

countries across Europe and from Abarra, the ECF-

Agencies (IFACCA).

supported capacity building programme for new
cultural organisations in the Arab countries.



 Participants of all four Tandem schemes to date

Tandem Cultural Managers’ Exchange Programme

decided to continue their collaboration as an

 12 cultural managers from Egypt, Germany, Latvia,

autonomous Tandem Alumni Community group.


concluded six Tandem exchange placements and
co-productions, which were presented in June 2013
at a multidisciplinary festival in Moabit, a highly



diverse neighbourhood of Berlin.



transferred

its

operational

programme

 Ten cultural managers and their organisations from

in Berlin, where a single, external programme team carries

the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and the UK

out all implementation activities for Tandem. Tandem is

began to collaborate in the framework of ive new

made possible thanks to a range of partners and funders,

Community & Participation Tandems.

in particular Stiftung Mercator, Robert Bosch Stiftung and

 32 cultural managers from Istanbul, from eight

Egypt - Netherlands collaboration installation at the inal event of






Tandem participants Soia Hamaz (Freitext, Berlin) and Serkan





We will continue to build on the Tandem exchange

in 2013 and communications focused on highlighting the

concept, adapting it to the respective regional contexts,

achievements of the project. It received some regional

and to invest in the capacity building of civil society actors.

press coverage from the project visit to the above

        
of 2014, we will compile and produce an illustrative

We produced a project and festival documentary 

retrospective of 15 years of ECF capacity building in

. ECF also initiated a project involving the selection,

the EU Neighbourhood, continue our inancial support

translation and editing of    

for eight local cultural policy reform task force groups in

  by the Next Page Foundation 

North Africa and continue to make a inancial contribution

publication is scheduled to be launched in September

to the German Marshall Fund of the United States Belarus

2014.

Fund, which co-inances grants for independent cultural
initiatives in Belarus and capacity building programmes



for the local cultural (underground) scene.

Our assumption that Tandem exchange schemes inside
the EU could be handled in a more straightforward, less
in-depth mentoring way because of fewer intercultural
differences proved to be wrong. Making intercultural
communication work among Tandem participants from
inside the EU does indeed require less attention, but
a range of other issues (institutional working cultures,
    





ECF believes in the power of culture and the ingenuity of civil society. As a
political and cultural project, Europe needs solid institutions and a strong
civil society. Hence, our advocacy aims both to inform and to influence policy
processes from the local to the European level, and to support change-makers
in bringing their voices and experiences into policy-making circles.
of the European External Actions Service (EEAS).

We advocate for a democratic, inclusive, open and
creative Europe that inspires and offers perspective
        

2013 also saw the kick-off in Brussels of a Preparatory

spaces for public debate and by involving a range of

Action on Culture in EU External Relations

      

funded by the European Union. It is implemented by the

broaden and deepen engagement in the European

European Commission, Directorate General for Education

project, while experimenting with new forms of democratic

and Culture, with the support of a Consortium of eight

participation. We pay special attention to local actors of



change, as well as to the next generation of cultural policy

call for tenders to this effect. The consortium started with a



comprehensive mapping of international cultural relations

global context.

worldwide and a consultation process of a wide variety of
stakeholders in 54 countries.

Our advocacy objectives for 2013 were:
ECF remained actively involved in policy-making
processes concerning the EU neighbourhood, for

 Promoting culture as an integral part of an EU

example, by supporting the contribution of civil society

external relations strategy
 Informing intercultural dialogue and diversity

voices from the culture sector to the Eastern Partnership
 and the Eastern Partnership Ministers

strategies from the local to the European level
 Inluencing political steps towards Creative Europe,

conference in Tbilisi in June 2013. ECF mobilised civil

the new EU programme for culture (2014–2020),



raising public awareness of the European elections

Caucasus through the co-founding of an informal 

2014.

Partnership Civil Society Platform for Culture  
 for
more information.









    Platform for Intercultural

and independent foundations in the   

 (PIE), participated constructively in the Structured

external cultural relations    

Dialogue and at the Open Method of Co-ordination (OMC)

successfully for the inclusion of culture in the competences

      






on the EU policy agenda. A new project, 

ECF initiated a new alliance for Europe through culture.

Migrants’ Cultural Participation  launched (the irst

alliance advocates for a

cultural project ever to be funded through the European

more sustainable, entrepreneurial and democratic Europe.

Integration Fund) and will reinforce the Platform’s cross-

In the run up to the European Parliament elections in May



2014, a Manifesto outlining the alliance’s policy visions
was produced for distribution throughout the Netherlands



and in Europe at large. Thanks to the Manifesto’s



endorsement by Federatie Cultuur and Federatie Dutch

Culture Action

Creative Industries, all Dutch unions of the culture and

campaign), we lobbied the

creative industries are part of the alliance process.

European institutions and Member States to secure a




2014–2020.The tangible result is a 9% increase in the

The upcoming European Parliament elections in 2014

total budget of the new programme for culture and media,

urged us to address EU policy issues on a broader scale.

and the introduction of a inancial guarantee facility.

We joined the New Pact for Europe
by a consortium of 11 foundations and led by the King

       

Baudouin Foundation and Bertelsmann Stiftung. The

Kunsten ’92, Buma Stemra and European Alternatives,

initiative involves the public, politicians, policy-makers,

“The difference between the ‘worlds’ of policy-makers and
the ‘worlds’ of ‘ordinary people’ emerged very strongly in my
research.”
Claire Bullen (CPRA 2010)


business leaders, trade unionists, EU experts, opinion-

also provided a useful connection to the work of the 

formers and other civil society representatives across

Princess Margriet Award laureates 2014  

Member States in the debate on Europe-wide reforms.

proile and determination to rethink and reclaim public

A report with strategic options for Europe’s future 



released in December 2013.





The jubilee 2013 Cultural Policy Research Award 

ECF was one of 12 partners at the international

initiative of ECF, Riksbankens Jubileumsfond 

conference  (Amsterdam, October 2013)

ENCATC) went to Visnja Kisic from Serbia for her research

on sharing new democratic practices and civil society-

project:      

driven change. ECF joined this coalition of government

     . Arne Saeys

oficials, academics and civil society representatives on

(Belgium) – a triple CPRA inalist – received a special

topics contributing to our new theme, 

award from the STEP Beyond mobility programme.

brought
together 250 participants from across Europe, sharing

The CPRA tenth anniversary celebration took place at the

 40 highly inspiring initiatives  

University of Antwerp in November 2013 with most of the

innovation from 20 countries. The conference theme

previous CPRA winners and members of the international


conference, October 2013 (



Since the launch of the CPRA competition in 2004, 
people from 

Ten young European researchers from six European

received the highest number of eligible applications

countries have won the Award since 2004. Three of

34. Since the award’s launch in 2014, the top three

them are from Italy, two from Serbia, two from Croatia.

applicants’ countries have been Italy (



17

jury, over 40 participants of the Young Cultural Policy



Researchers Forum and ENCATC members. A 

mechanism for young cultural policy researchers is being

produced in celebration of this anniversary.

discussed with ENCATC to prolong the very positive
outcomes of the programme. ECF will continue to sustain
a community of researchers online, in a dedicated ECF




Lab.

Inspired by Boekmanstichting’s project 

       

, ECF invited 17 experts from Europe and the

newly established Advocacy, Research & Development

US to discuss opportunities for developing a European

department. ECF’s Networked Programme will offer

Culture Index. The Index could beneit the culture sector

new opportunities for our advocacy work, involving new

for advocacy purposes, and be of assistance to the

       

research community and policy-makers. ECF will continue

reinforce our advocacy skills and tools together with our

to work with partners in 2014 on the development of

Networked Programme partners.

measurement tools such as a European Culture Index.


Interculturalism still has to be reinforced and promoted
throughout EU and national policies. Although established
as interfaces between European institutions and civil
society, the structured dialogue platforms have not
        
be sustained beyond 2013. The new EU programme,
 , has abolished operational grants for
such platforms, which raises questions of responsibility
for ECF being a co-founder and co-funder of the Platform
for Intercultural Europe.
Ten years of the CPRA and seven years of the Young
Researchers Forum have proved rewarding and have
built a true community of young researchers. As the











ECF shares and connects knowledge across the cultural sector and links culture
to other knowledge spheres. By working across and between disciplines and
sectors, and in the exciting space of intersection between them, we will be in the
best position to address our European and global challenges.





      









     



       



         







a fully-ledged social network that invites the European

       

cultural ield to connect and extend the reach of its

       













 




















 







ECF’s research and development strand (R&D) focuses on two main areas of
work:
• The investigation of new trends and fields related to current and future ECF
activities, by means of explorative research, feasibility studies, reflection and
expert groups, as well as pilot projects.
• The evaluation and impact assessment of our main programmes with a view
to sharing the knowledge and experience gained through our work, both
internally and externally realised through monitoring of ongoing activities,
in-house evaluation and research, and commissioned research activities.


      
oficially concluded in 2012, the work continued in 2013.
      
       

        
and relecting an urgent need for new European visions

The Dwaring of Europe?


        



“We still don’t know enough about each other, because of mutual
indifference and neglect. A new set of rules needs to be developed,
we have to listen more and lecture less. There has to be a real
dialogue, not a dialogue of the deaf.”
Rajendra Jain, Chairman and Professor at the Centre for European Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru University in India











      









Europe were laid bare in the ive rooms of the House



      




      



      








       

     



        


 House of Eutopia




“What I can bring to this field is a bridge
between cultural policy research and
international development research.”
Christiaan De Beukelaer, M.A. - CPRA Winner 2012





    

 

        



        

 

        

 








 


 





 





 
 


      






         
      
The Dwaring of Europe?    








ECF Labs is an open source social media network developed by ECF. Its
democratic structure allows creatives and cultural actors to meet, collaborate
and share information. This platform also connects many sources of knowledge
related to ECF activities.







      



       

ledged social network that invites the European cultural

       

ield to connect and extend the reach of its communities,

         






      







           



for community building. However, ECF Labs’ architecture



       


         
      













developments in lat design, is accessible from a growing







        










        
        










ECF believes that culture is a cornerstone of society, which engages, inspires and
connects people across Europe. This principle has been the basis of our work
for the past 60 years. The times in which we live raise fundamental questions
about the future and there is a growing gap between people and democratic
institutions. We believe that culture can play a pivotal role in bridging that gap.

ıdentify c nnect nourısh illumınate
 


      







irst becomes apparent. This is why we will focus on a


 : by providing inancial and human












 

      
      
















In 2013, we took the irst concrete steps towards this new
 : inding key organisations (we call them





the irst six organisations that began working together in



2014. The hubs receive inancial support for a period of




















        

on a shared strategy; to deine organisational roles within

       






We also deined and prepared other key components of







 





















 





the irst Idea Camp and Advocacy Camp. We expect to



be able to award the irst R&D Grants before the end of










ECF has always been a publisher – stand-alone as well as in partnership – as
publishing is a means of reaching out and sharing content. ECF publications are a
means of sharing knowledge stemming from our own and our partners’ activities.








       










online and ofline, to support programme-based activities

       

       








 







 (by Aleksandar Brkí, awarded the















 






         








and how the circulating dynamics can inluence

 The Dwaring of Europe? (Volume 1)


thinkers from outside Europe relect on the














We were able to further expand ECF’s brand recognition, creating
visibility through events, publications, media coverage and our online
presence. Higher visibility enabled us to create new partnerships and
we saw our audiences develop on several levels.

        

      

       

      

      



     













      

      



       

       










      

        

      


























 



















 
and individuals for speciic activities




 







luctuations in a particular funding source. In 2013, we





ers and booklets supporting and proiling our work.

       

        


     

    
relationships as a irst step
  
   



   
  






   







by Yoel Gamzou and the irst
    

    




will be oficially launched in 2014 with a few committed



       
     



















awareness and inding the right partners to further support



       



culminate in proiling events and publications throughout








       
       


2014, the irst months of the year will focus on ensuring








2013 was a busy year for the Operations department. Our work includes three
distinct activities:
 Ensuring that the ECF back ofice runs smoothly, and by doing so supporting all programmatic

 

 













































In 2013, ECF invited a number of audit irms to submit a

Having researched, developed, presented and agreed

proposal to become ECF’s auditors, since it is healthy to

on all the changes in the secondary beneits package

regularly change audit irms. Our new auditor is Dubois

in 2012, we focused on implementing these changes

& Co. The inance team also prepared a proposal for

in 2013. Our HR team also played an important role in

changing the risk proile of ECF’s investment mix, which

supporting and facilitating staff changes related to the

was approved by the ECF Board. Lastly, we submitted

new Strategic Plan (2013–2016).

our application for the CBF Keurmerk (seal of approval
Fondsenwerving). The application will be decided



upon in 2014.

The facilities team focused on improving the premises.

of the Central Bureau of Fundraising – Centraal Bureau

The exterior of the building was painted and internally, we




created more working space and improved the existing
ofices. In addition, we continued to look at areas where
we could be more eficient. As a result, we have seen a

In order to align the organisation to our strategic priorities,

reduction in costs.

we made some changes to the structure of some of
our teams in 2013. In 2014, we are making further

In the area of IT, we worked on improving the storage of all

adjustments to the teams as the Networked Programme

our media iles, so that they will be more easily accessible

gets underway.

to those working with them. Continued maintenance
support for ECF’s contact data has led to a more complete

Our Head of Communications became Head of Business

and accurate database, which has signiicantly improved

Development and Communications, which relects her

the distribution of mailings for events and other purposes.

work building ECF’s strategic partnerships.



After the departure of one of our Senior Communications

In 2013, there was more movement in the organisation

hands-on role and we hired a Communications Oficer

than in previous years. Total turnover was 15.79%. This

as a replacement. At the same time we promoted a

was due in part to one retirement and the fact that we

Communications Oficer to a more senior role, leading

temporarily took on an extra staff member to cover a

our publications activities.

Oficers, ECF decided to turn this position into a more

period of maternity leave. Removing both of these from the
statistics gives a turnover of 9.47%, which is comparable

Our secretary left us in the summer to take on new

to 2012 and relects the overall continuing stability in our

challenges abroad. This was an opportunity to look at

organisation. The average number of employees was

our support structure and redistribute the tasks of the

31.67. The average age has come down slightly, to 40.8

secretariat.

years.
Following the move of our Operations Project Oficer
  18 employees (almost two-thirds) have

to the Assistant Controller role, we decided to reduce

been in service for less than ive years.

the Project Oficer role. This vacancy in the team may
eventually be illed for further administrative support.

 statistics from the HR system show passport
nationality, which does not relect the full cultural diversity

Our Programme Manager from the grants team was

of our staff. We could add Russian, Polish and French

promoted to Programme Manager for both the Networked

to the national inluences, by taking into account dual

Programme and grants. More changes for 2014 were

nationalities and cultural backgrounds.

agreed in 2013, as most of the programme project oficers
assume new roles in the Networked Programme, and the



Programme Manager from Youth & Media takes on a new
role as Knowledge Manager.

ECF’s illness statistics for 2013 have come down
was 1.5% (2.18% in 2012). This was largely due to the



absence of long-term illness. It is a great sign and gives us

ECF reserves 2% of its annual salary budget for training.

the opportunity in 2014 to focus on promoting employee

In 2013, we spent €18,067.70 on staff training, which is

health and not on managing illness.

approximately two-thirds of the budgeted amount. The

signiicantly compared to 2012. Our illness percentage





largest proportion was spent on ‘soft skills’ training, in
particular personal development through coaching or
courses, and on team-building. We also spent a signiicant
proportion of the training budget on inancial and

 

fundraising training, including venture philanthropy, which

 

looks ahead to our work in the Networked Programme.

 
 

In 2014, we will facilitate the start of the Networked

 

Programme by investing in training skills that will make

 

it a success: team-building sessions for the new teams

 

and management structures, project management, and

 

other skills as necessary. We will also continue to invest



in individuals when and if required, and we will provide
regular ‘lunch and learn’ sessions covering interesting
topics for all staff.





ECF’s Financial Report




Income in 2013








           



related to speciic activities. For 2013, this remaining third-party income was €475,462








            




How ECF’s income is used

• 
• 
• 





Overhead costs



          


































and her team was adjusted to relect more accurately the time spent on governance-related





• communication costs are allocated to the objectives based on time-writing to speciic

• 
• 


           





fundraising costs which is not relected in the table.





















              
             
deinition of fundraised income excludes a large part of ECF income as fundraised, since


fundraising, according to the deinition of the CBF, was €605,266 compared to €816,066 in

















both as a buffer against income luctuations and – through investment in low-risk securities
















































          

            



























Fundraised income - Proit/non-proit

































































































































Surplus / (Deicit)








(Withdrawal from) / Addition to reserve















• These inancial statements represent the inancial data for ECF.
• The consolidated inancial statements for the inancial data for ECF and the Stichting
       


• 
• Rounding all igures in full Euros has caused some rounding differences.











































































































































Liabilities

























































































Tangible ixed assets


Financial ixed assets






















 
















Fundraised income – proit/non-proit










































Total income


































































































































































































Surplus/(deicit)



























(Withdrawal from)/Addition to reserve





















Cash low from operating activities



















































Depreciation tangible ixed assets

Cash low from operating activities






Cash low from investment activities





Additions to tangible ixed assets













Movements in inancial ixed assets
Cash low from investment activities

Movements in liquid assets








(168,651)



















(168,651)

Movements in liquid assets




General

          

             
            



Reporting period
These inancial statements are based on the reporting period of one year, where the inancial


Foundations for valuation and determining the result
Unless speciied, both assets and liabilities are valued nominally. Income and expenses are


Tangible fixed assets
The tangible ixed assets are valued at cost price, less the accumulated depreciation, except




• 
• 
• 
• 



Financial fixed assets






Recognition of income






Recognition of expenses




conirmed to grantees in writing and approved by ECF’s Board.


• 
• 
• 




Contingent liabilities
The European Cultural Foundation is a non-listed legal entity, which has adopted a deined
beneit pension scheme. Non-listed entities do not have to specify debts and provisions related






90% spending rule







Reporting guidelines
The inancial statements are prepared in accordance with Guideline 650 (richtlijnen voor
         







Tangible Fixed Assets (Ref 1)

Historical cost




Premises

Refurbishment

Furniture & equipment













































Depreciation













Book value at 31 Dec 2012

Book value at 31 Dec 2013































































Financial Fixed Assets (Ref 2)



























































































































































Current Assets (Ref 3)





Pension premiums 2012/2013












The pension premiums to receive are due to the pension change from a inal salary scheme to an average



Deposits and cash (Ref 4)


Reserves (Ref 5)


General reserve

Revaluation reserve
































Current liabilities (Ref 6)

According to our procedures, the projects supported with an ECF grant should be inalised
within two years after the grant date. In speciic cases, this term may be extended with the











































































Pension 2012/13 2014 settlement
















































Liquidity/Current ratios





















































Notes to the Statement of Income & Expenditure (Refs 7-15)

ECF receives a quarterly inancial contribution from the BankGiro Loterij, the Lotto and the



Fundraised income – Profit/non-profit (Ref 7)











































































































































































































Total fundraising income


Fundraised income – Governments (Ref 8)



Total government income















Income from securities (Ref 9)






















































































Expenses Committed to Purpose (Ref 10)






























Princess Margriet Award/Imagining Europe













































































Connecting knowledge























Empowering and engaging through culture


Linking policy and practice








Fundraising costs (Ref 11)































































         ) deinition.




Costs securities (Ref 12)



















































































Communications (Ref 13)



Governance (Ref 14)







































• 
• 


General administration (Ref 15)




































































































Staff costs



















































Employees






Compensation for the Director













Position:







Indeinite





Full time/37.5 hours



Period:









Compensation:


































































Direct costs





Cost Allocation




















































































 
































































































 





 









































(561,372) 






• 
• 



Specifications for 650 ruling

 






Expenditures percentage

 































Surplus (deicit)





259,713)





































































Fundraised income and expenditures





































































Speciication fundraising costs















Accounting Principles
The consolidated Financial Statements consist of the inancial data of:
• 
•       

•       


value of pensions of ex-employees in case the oficial inlation rate is higher than 3%.

The consolidated inancial statements have been drawn up according to the same recognition

Please note that rounding all igures in full Euros has caused some rounding differences.



Consolidated balance sheet as per 31 Dec 2013
















Tangible ixed assets























































Assets

Ref


Financial ixed assets



















Deposits, Cash



























































Liabilities







Current liabilities








Notes to the consolidated balance sheet as per 31 Dec 2013
Financial Fixed Assets (Ref 16)















































reserve

Revaluation
reserve
































Reserves (Ref 17)




Balance as per December 31, 2013



Consolidated statement of income and expenditure






















Fundraising income – proit/non-proit
































































































































































































Surplus / (Deicit)











Appropriation of the result







(Withdrawal from) / Addition to reserve




















Notes to the consolidated statement of income and expenditure

speciied as follows:















Vzf Binl

VzF Buitl












































































































































































Vzf Binl

VzF Buitl











































Costs of securities








Supplementary Information
Appropriation of result


Events after the balance sheet date
No events occurred since the balance sheet date and the approval of these inancial
statements that would require adjustments to these inancial statements.











Our vision:

Geneva in 1954. Its founding igures include the Swiss

An open, democratic and inclusive Europe within which

philosopher Denis de Rougemont, the architect of the

culture is a valued and key contributor

European Community Robert Schuman, and HRH Prince
Bernhard of the Netherlands, under whose presidency the



Foundation moved to its current base in Amsterdam. All

ECF is dedicated to supporting and connecting cultural

of these inluential igures believed passionately in culture

change-makers in Europe whose work contributes to an



ongoing cross-sectoral debate on Europe and Europe’s

healing process. These efforts have since developed

place in the world.

into the current state of economic, political and cultural


interdependence in Europe.

We are imaginative: we imagine the future, we seek
ECF is a not-for-proit organization and in 2013 86% of its

creative solutions and we act as a catalyst.

income is spent on its objectives and 14% was spent on

We are a connector: We are respectful of different cultures

overhead costs.

and backgrounds and we link people and ideas. We build
bridges between citizens and institutions, policy-making

Besides the English name and acronym (European

and practice.

Cultural Foundation / ECF) which is most commonly

We are considerate: We are attentive to people’s needs.

used in our communications, due to our international

We are relective: We explore, learn and share knowledge.

background, ECF is also known as:


• Europese Culturele Stichting (ECS)
  

The ECF adheres to its Articles of Association and its By-

All three names are used in our Articles of Association,

Laws. Both were approved by the ECF Board, respectively

which are deposited with the Dutch Chamber of

on 2 December 2010 and 7 December 2011. On a regular

Commerce, however, we generally use European Cultural

basis we assess with our Board if these documents



are still accurate and if needed they are reviewed and


  ANBI    

The latest version of our Articles of Association is

status, meaning that the Foundation’s objective is to

deposited at the Dutch Chamber of Commerce.

improve the wellbeing of the general public. This status
comes with favorable tax beneits for donors. Since our
objectives are fully related to culture, we were granted the
Cultural ANBI status. This status comes with additional
favorable tax beneits for donors.
ECF itself is not tax-exempt. Our RSIN (Rechtspersonen
en Samenwerkingsverbanden Informatienummer)/Fiscal
number is: 002967327.


 




ECF has three main sources of income:

Through a longstanding agreement with the Prins

ECF makes a clear distinction between management,

Bernhard Cultuurfonds ECF receives 25% of Prins

supervision and execution. While the Director has

Bernhard Cultuurfonds’ lottery income.

     



proper execution of these responsibilities. The carrying

ECF receives funding from commercial, non-proit

out of day-to-day tasks is performed by ECF’s employees.

and government institutions. We activity pursue

The Director is appointed by the Board.

these opportunities. Not all income received from the
above mentioned parties is considered fundraised



income according to the deinition of the CBF

ECF’s direct management consists of one Director, who



carries the responsibility for overall strategic development,



execution of the Foundation’s policy and strategy,



management of the Foundation, including inancial

ECF holds a securities portfolio which is externally

administration, fund development and human resources.

managed by an asset manager. Our intention

Additionally, she has responsibility for representation of

is to cover our overhead expenses with the



income generated through our securities portfolio.
Furthermore, this securities portfolio functions as a

At least twice a year, the Director formally reports to

buffer, allowing the organization to continue operating

the Board in a meeting in which the Director, Board and

for a limited period of time in case there is a drop in

Management Team are present. However, more regular

income.

and informal contact is maintained outside these meetings




Every second week, the Director meets with the

ECF endorses the principles of the Code Wijffels:

Management Team to discuss strategic matters. The

‘Code Goed Bestuur voor Goede Doelen’ (Code: Good

Management Team consists of the Head of Advocacy,

Governance for Charity). In line with this we adhere to the

Research & Development, Head of Communications and

following three principles:

Head of Operations. The Management Team and their
respective teams are responsible for the execution of



ECF’s strategy, as well as development and execution of
ECF’s procedures and policies.

Management (ECF’s Director)
Supervision (ECF’s Governing Board)



Execution (ECF’s employees)


Katherine Watson is the current Director of ECF. She was

3. Optimising effectiveness and eficiency of

appointed in June 2010.






• Appoint members of Board, Director and Advisory



Council.

 Associate Director of ECF (2009–2010)
 Director, LabforCulture.org (2006–2010)



 Founder and Vice-President, Meta4 Creative

A list of all Board members, and their relevant experience

Communications Ltd. (2003–2006)



 Executive Producer, www.terminus1525.ca (2001–

the end of this document.

2005)

Wolfgang Petritsch 

 Independent Producer and Cultural Consultant



(2000–2001)



 Festival Director, UKaccents, British Council & British

Arent Foch 

High Commission (1998–1999)

Katerina Brezinová

 General Manager and Associate Director, Le Groupe



Dance Lab (1989–1998)



 Teacher, event programmer, cultural manager (1982–

Nike Jonah

1989)

Maria Hlavajova






 Vice Chair of Management Committee, European



 Governing Council, European Foundation Centre,

Appointments for ECF’s Board are based on a number



of core criteria, including: expertise; international

 

perspective; cultural, regional and demographic diversity;



and a European network.

 Board member, Alliance Publishing Trust, UK

Additional functions must preferably be of value and

 Advisory Board member, Eurotopics, BpB, Germany

should not lead to conlicting interests.

 Jury member, Gulbenkian Foundation, UK.

In case of upcoming vacancies, the ECF’s and Board’s
extended network is informed and candidates are put



       

         

candidates who are interviewed by at least one member

Supervisory Board, however as ECF’s ultimate decision-



making body, the Board has supervisory responsibilities.



       
are stated in ECF’s Articles of Association. The main



responsibilities can be summarised as follows:

Wolfgang Petritsch left the board in 2013 to take up new

• Decide upon and evaluate the Foundation’s strategy,

endeavours at Harvard University.

and prioritize the Foundation’s activities;

As of December 2013 Katerina Brezinová and Laurent

• Evaluate the eficient use of the Foundation’s

Dréano have served their maximum two terms of four

resources (approval of budget and Annual Report);




Nike Jonah and Christophe de Voogd joined the Board

The current President is HRH Princess Laurentien of the

on 1 January 2013; Maria Hlavajova joined the Board on



23 May 2013.



        

The Board currently does not perform a formal, regular

once (maximum 8 years).

self-evaluation. This is a process that will be developed

The term for Executive Committee members is four years,

and implemented in 2014.

renewable twice (maximum 12 years).



Conlict of Interest

The Board members do not receive remuneration for

       

their work. However, expenditure incurred for travel etc is

immediately of any activities, contacts/grants etc that



could lead to a potential conlict of interest. The Chair will
decide whether the Board member will need to leave the



room while a decision is being taken on a speciic matter.

The Executive Committee consists of the Chairman,
Vice-chairman, Treasurer and Director. The Executive

         

Committee meets at least twice a year. The mandate

statement to declare their endorsement of the principles

of the Executive Committee is to help prepare Board

stated at the beginning of this document (Code Wijffels)

meetings, lay the groundwork for taking decisions and

and conirming that there is no conlict of interest between

give guidance to the Director.

the responsibilities he/she fulils for ECF and other
relationships/positions he/she holds. This declaration is



a requirement of the CBF quality mark.

The President’s involvement relects a focus on strategy
development as well as her honorary position:



1. The President has co-approval on decisions as

The Management Team, together with their respective

speciied in the Articles of Association.

       

2.There is regular interaction between the President, the

strategy, as well as development and execution of ECF’s

Board and the Director.

procedures and policies.

3. The President is explicitly invited to Board meetings by

Every week, the Management Team meets with the

the Board, requesting the President’s views on a particular

Director and team leaders to discuss current, operational

matter or when decisions are taken as mentioned in the

matters. Every second week, the Management Team

Articles of Association.

meets with the Director on strategic matters.

4. The President is involved in the organisation’s strategy


5. The President chairs neither the Board nor the Advisory
Council but plays an active and visible role relecting her



 
 





channels. Additionally, some grantees become advisors,
partners or participants in an ECF project, a contributor to
one of our publications, or (successfully) apply for another





ECF’s largest donor is the Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds
(PBCF). Through a longstanding agreement between



both organisations, ECF receives 25% of the PBCF’s

In order to make optimum use of each other’s resources

lottery income. Every quarter there is a meeting between

(staff, expertise, network etc), ECF often undertakes

the organisations’ directors and their key staff to discuss

projects with one or multiple project partners. Examples

strategy, operational activities, possibilities for exchange

   projects where ECF works closely

of information/knowledge and collaboration.

  MitOst; and DocNext Network 
ECF works together with:    

On a more informal level, there are regular meetings

Association of Creative Initiatives “ę”

between project managers and other team leaders,

Zemos98

exchanging ideas and information.
For all these partnerships, a contract is written and
ECF receives funding from a number of different sources

evaluation mechanisms are in place. An example of such

including: the Open Society Foundation; Stiftung

an evaluation mechanism is the narrative and inancial

Mercator; Compagnia di San Paolo; 

reporting done at the end of a project before the receipt

Fund of the United States; various ministries from different

of the inal installment of ECF’s investment.

countries; and the European Commission. An overview
of all amounts received per source is included in ECF’s

ECF’s communication with their project partners is

annual accounts.

constant, with regular updates about new developments
and potential for collaboration. This contact is at different

ECF maintains contact with all these organisations on

levels, with directors meeting more formally, and





with most organisations, such as the Compagnia di

contact, often concerning the contents and progress of a

San Paolo and the Open Society Foundations, and a

project.

multitude of projects have been funded by these parties.
At a programme level, as well as at director level, ECF



maintains good and regular contact with all these parties.

ECF’s target audience varies from cultural workers in the
countries where we are active to (cultural) policy-makers



and politicians involved in culture all over Europe and its

The recipients of ECF grants, whether a Step Beyond

neighboring countries.



Over the last few years, we have increased our focus on

grants streams, represent the future of culture in the

developing a Dutch audience, working with Dutch partners

regions where ECF is active. They are ECF’s eyes and



ears in the regions. ECF maintains contact with a large

is to increase the currently limited brand recognition for

number of grantees through its network and social media

ECF in the Netherlands. After the ‘Imagining Europe’


  
 

event in 2012 and the concerts with Princess Margriet
Award Yoel Gamzou in 2013 we have seen a



clear increase in brand recognition in the Netherlands.

Communication with our target audience is evolving. ECF

eficiency and effectiveness of our expenditure. The most





as launching new websites on which large communities
share their experiences, and increasingly using social



media such as FacebookLinkedIn

Each month, budget managers sign off on an overview of
all transactions on their projects. This report is generated



automatically through a link with our accounting system

Our most valuable asset is our staff. ECF’s team consists

(Exact). Budget managers have real-time access to this

of 32 employees (27 FTE) and one intern. The team is



very motivated and driven to making a difference, which
makes ECF a great place for interns to learn about what





Every quarter, a management report is compiled providing
ample information about ECF’s income, expenditure

Clear communication with our team is of utmost

and balances. It provides analysis against budgets and

importance. We are a small team and communication/

explanation on project expenditure. Additionally it gives

reporting lines are short. We keep everyone updated on

an estimate of the expected expenditure for the full year.

       

       



Management Team and Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds.



The organisation uses a conidante (vertrouwenspersoon),

On a regular basis ad-hoc reports are being generated for



speciic projects or cost codes in order for the managers

sessions with individuals to discuss their situation in ECF.

of these projects/the Finance team to analyse the



expenditure.





With a focus on increasing the brand awareness of our

The treasurer, the chair and the vice-chair receive regular

        

reports on speciic budget lines and expenditure above a

stakeholder. The interaction with the press is on an ad

certain amount, allowing them to monitor ECF’s spending.

hoc basis, yet the frequency of communication continues
to increase. Currently ECF enjoys a better understanding



from the Dutch press in terms of the organization mission

Providing funds to a grantee or a partner organisation

and activities. This makes it easier to convince journalists

is dependent on the project’s progress and results. Only

and editors that a piece of information is worth printing or

upon receipt of a report that shows the agreed progress

an event/activity is worth reporting on.

and results will the next or inal installment be transferred.


Grantees and partners need to comply with ECF’s

If a grantee/partner has not completed the project within
the agreed timeframe, ECF could decide to cancel the
outstanding grant. Each year all cancelled grants are

amount of cancelled grants is relected in the ECF annual
accounts.

ECF’s external auditor (Dubois & Co) reports to the Board.
Upon auditing the annual accounts, the auditor discusses
its indings with the Treasurer and the Director. Dubois &
Co prepares the accountant’s report and a management
letter, which reports their indings. Both documents are
shared with the Board, which approves the Annual Report.
Following ECF’s Articles of Association, the Board
approves the auditor that audits the annual accounts.
Dubois & Co will audit ECF’s inancial accounts for
the irst time, after the Foundation has worked with
Pricewaterhouse Coopers for more than 10 years. ECF’s
Board approved this change in the May 2013 Board

ECF follows guideline 650 for fundraising organisations
for the reporting of their annual accounts.

Several organisations that fund ECF’s projects require an
audit report as part of the inal project report. ECF works
with several auditors to comply with these requirements.
Our choice of auditor depends on the speciic requirements
of the funder, location of the project, location of the main
     
expertise of the auditor. Budget is a consideration, but
the quality of the audit exceeds this consideration in
importance.






Van Leer Group Foundation, Amstelveen – 



Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, Jerusalem – 

 UNESCO Special Envoy on Literacy for





Jerusalem Film Centre, Jerusalem – 

 Reading and Writing Foundation, The Hague –

Jewish Humanitarian Fund, The Hague –

 High Level Group on Literacy of the European


Bernard van Leer Stiftung, Lucerne – 

Commission, Brussels – 
 NLBB Association of people with reading disabilities

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisers, New York – 





 Dutch Language Society (Genootschap Onze Taal),

Flow Fund, Hilversum – 
Marie and Alain Philippson Foundation, Brussels –

The Hague – 
 Association of Public Libraries, The Hague –


Crecor BV, Amstelveen – 

Honorary 
 Fauna & Flora International, Cambridge, UK –

Fonds 1818, The Hague – 
Weekend School, Amsterdam – 


 European Climate Foundation, The Hague – 

Dutch Association of Foundations, The Hague – 
Samenwerkende Brancheorganisaties Filantropie, The



Hague – 
EDLI Foundation – Den Haag, 

(Until 23 May 2013)
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Austria
to the OECD, Paris



Center for European Integration Strategies (CEIS),





Foreman Capital, Amsterdam – 

Herbert C. Kelman Institute for Interactive Conlict

Vereniging Rembrandt, The Hague – 



Stichting Nationaal Fonds Kunstbezit, The Hague –

Austrian Marshall Plan Foundation, Vienna 


Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, Amsterdam – 

 (As of 23 May 2013)
İstanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts 





(Until 9 December 2013)

İstanbul Modern

Metropolitan University, Prague – 

HEC Montreal 



Bilgi University 

Multicultural Centre Prague, Prague – 




Independent Expert and Advisor in intercultural






Bernard van Leer Foundation, The Hague – 

 (Until 9 December 2013)



General Director - Culture Ofice - City of LILLE, until


June 2012
Counselor for the Performing Arts, Ministry of Culture,
France; from June 2012
(As of 23 May 2013)
BAK, basis voor actuele kunst, Utrecht, the Netherlands

De Zaak Nu, The Hague – 


Mental Health Foundation UK –  to Anxiety
Festival 2014
Tamasha Theatre company UK – 
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group

British Council, Portugal – 
National Council for the Arts Gambia – 


Mats Rolén AB – 
Mats Rolén AB – 

Institute of Political Studies, France – 





Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, Amsterdam – 

Stichting Nederland Cares, Amsterdam – 

JapanMuseum SieboldHuis, Leiden – 

Van den Berch van Heemstede Stichting – 
 of the Republic of Poland
Stichting Het Paleisje, Amsterdam – 




